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Abstract: Illumination of noble metal nanostructures by electromagnetic radiation induces coherent oscillations of conductive electrons on their surfaces. These coherent oscillations of electrons, also known as localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR), are the underlying physical cause of the electromagnetic enhancement of Raman scattering from analytes located in a close proximity to the metal surface. This physical phenomenon is broadly known as surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). LSPR can decay via direct interband, phonon-assisted intraband, and geometry-assisted transitions forming hot carriers, highly energetic species that are responsible for a large variety of chemical transformations. This review critically discusses the most recent progress in mechanistic elucidation of hot carrier-driven chemistry and catalytic processes at the nanoscale. The review provides a brief description of tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS), modern analytical technique that possesses single-molecule sensitivity and angstrom spatial resolution, showing the advantage of this technique for spatiotemporal characterization of plasmon-driven reactions. The review also discusses experimental and theoretical findings that reported novel plasmon-driven reactivity which can be used to catalyze redox, coupling, elimination and scissoring reactions. Lastly, the review discusses the impact of the most recently reported findings on both plasmonic catalysis and TERS imaging.
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1 Introduction

Noble metal nanostructures absorb light in the visible and infrared (IR) parts of electromagnetic spectrum. Illumination of noble metal nanostructures by electromagnetic radiation induces collective oscillations of conductive electrons on their surfaces [1–6]. Energy of these collective electron oscillations, also known as localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs), is determined by the size of nanoparticles, their shape, nature of metal, and dielectric environment [7, 8]. LSPRs are responsible for 100–1000-fold enhancement of the local electric field (E). This yields 10⁴–10⁸ enhancement of the Raman scattering from molecules located in the close proximity to the metal surfaces [1, 9–11].

Discovered in 1970s, this physical phenomenon has been rapidly grown into a broadly used analytical approach that is known as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [12–15]. Single-molecule sensitivity of SERS makes this technique highly useful in numerous areas of applied and fundamental research that spans across forensics, food chemistry, electrochemistry and catalysis [2, 16, 17].

LSPRs can decay via both radiative and nonradiative pathways [18, 19]. Upon a radiative decay, plasmon energy is dissipated through the elastic scattering of photons. Nonradiative decay or Landau damping of LSPRs results in formation of hot carriers through either direct interband, phonon-assisted intraband or geometry-assisted transitions [19–21]. Hot carriers are highly energetic species that persist for a few tens of femtoseconds to picoseconds [22, 23]. They can further decay via electron–electron or electron–phonon scattering, or they can populate unoccupied orbitals in molecules located near metal surfaces [24, 25]. In the latter scenario, hot carriers can be injected into the electronic states of a nearby molecule, inducing a large spectrum of chemical reactions, Figure 1.

These are ongoing discussion about a contribution of plasmonic heating in such processes. Several research groups performed elegant experiments to determine an increase in temperature caused by plasmonic heating in a junction between two nanostructures, also known as a “hot-spot”. Using an ultrafast surface-enhanced Raman thermometry technique, Frontiera’s group found that upon plasmon excitation,
temperature in the hot-spot increases on the order of tens of kelvin even for extremely high photoexcitation values. This experimental evidence demonstrated that plasmon-driven chemistry observed on SERS platforms (noble metal nanostructures and SERS substrates) is not thermally driven. Large group used finite density time domain (FDTD) calculations to predict changes in temperature in tip-sample junction upon its illumination with red (\(\lambda = 671\) nm) laser light. The researchers found that a temperature change in the tip-sample junction directly depends on the distance between the tip and the sample. At the same time, FDTD calculations predicted not more than 40 K change in temperature upon illumination of the metalized scanning probe by 500 \(\mu\)W of 671 nm light. These findings are coherent with results of the experimental work recently reported by Richard-Lacroix and Deckert [27]. Measuring Stokes and anti-Stokes vibrations of 16-mercaptohexadodecanoic acid adsorbed to the metal surface, Richard-Lacroix and Deckert found that an average temperature at the tip-sample junction was about 80 \(^\circ\)C when 100 \(\mu\)W of 532 nm laser light was used [27]. These theoretical and experimental findings show that observed by TERS plasmon-driven chemistry is attributed to hot carriers rather than an increase in temperature.

2 SERS-based plasmon-driven reactions

2.1 Plasmon-driven redox reactions

There are numerous SERS studies of plasmon-driven reactions [28–31] including hydrogen dissociation [32, 33] and reduction of 4-nitrobenzenethiol (4-NBT) to DMAB on the single hot-spot [34] and single-molecule [35] levels. An excellent mechanistic study was recently reported by Weng and coauthors in which the researchers showed that the yield of DMAB could be altered by protic solvents, such as water [36]. It has been found that the yield of DMAB could be controlled by 1-octanethiol and polyvinylpyrrolidone. This suggests that these molecules compete with 4-NBT for the adsorption sites on the metal surface. Kang and coworkers used SERS to determine how rates of 4-NBT to DMAB reduction change under different strengths of the electric field and under different environments [37]. The researchers found that under nitrogen, hydrogen and water atmospheres, an increase in the intensity of the external electric field caused an increase the rate of 4-NBT to DMAB reduction. However, if the reaction took place in an oxygen atmosphere, the opposite relationship was observed between the reaction rate and strength of the electric field. These results suggest that oxygen is far more reactive than 4-NBT. Thus, plasmons generated on monometallic nanostructures are transferred to oxygen rather than to 4-NBT.

Using electrochemical SERS, Tian’s group discovered that 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP) could be oxidized to \(p,p'\)-dimercaptoazobisbenzene (DMAB) at very negative surface potentials or by illumination of SERS substrate by low-power laser light [38]. This finding was confirmed by a surface mass spectrometry experiment. Such extensive experimental and computational approaches to elucidate the reaction product of plasmon-driven 4-ATP oxidation were used to disprove initial conclusions based on SERS study of 4-ATP: new bands observed in SERS of 4-ATP were incorrectly assigned as non-totally symmetric (b\(_2\)) vibrations of 4-ATP [39]. Ren’s and Tian’s groups also found that plasmon-driven oxidation of 4-ATP occurred only in the presence of molecular oxygen [40]. The researchers proposed that oxygen molecules are first activated by hot carriers which results in formation of oxygen anions, species that perform the two-electron oxidation reaction of 4-ATP.

Van Duyne’s group monitored redox chemistry of ferri- and ferro-hexacyanide complexes ([Fe (III)(CN)\(_6\)]\(^{3-}\)/[Fe (II)(CN)\(_6\)]\(^{4-}\) [Fe-(III)/Fe (II)], Figure 2 [41]. These complexes are the ideal model for elucidation of such plasmon-driven redox chemical reactions because of their hot-electron [42] and hot-hole chemistry [43]. Qi and co-workers used AuNPs-based SERS to monitor a two-step transformation between Fe (III) and Fe (II) ions. It has been found that the transformation is triggered by plasmon-driven charge transfer process in which femtosecond time scale hot
electron and hot hole transfer occurred competitively under 532 nm illumination. This led to significantly slower macroscopic accumulation of the oxidized species and the slow chemical dynamics observed in this plasmon-induced charge transfer process.

In addition to the aforementioned 4-NTP and 4-ATP to DMAB reduction \([38-40]\), plasmons can be used to catalyze Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction \([44]\). Chen’s group used SERS to investigate mechanism of a PdNP-catalyzed Suzuki–Miyaura cross-coupling reaction, Figure 3 \([45]\). The researchers found that the particle charge and the surface ligands could affect the molecule-Pd interactions that were critically important for such coupling reaction. It has been also found that soluble Pd species were not catalytically active because they were not in a direct contact with the aryl halides. This evidence suggested that catalytic activity of plasmonic systems can enhanced by modification of the surface ligand and by modification of interactions between the reactant and the nanostructure.

2.2 Plasmon-driven scissoring and elimination reactions

There are several plasmon-driven scissoring reactions including cleavage of carbon–carbon (C–C) \([46]\), nitrogen–nitrogen (N=N) \([47]\) and gold–sulfur (Au–S) \([26]\) bonds, as well as dissociation of \(\text{H}_2\) and \(\text{O}_2\) that are caused by scissoring of \(\text{H}–\text{H}\) \([48]\) and \(\text{O}–\text{O}\) \([49]\) bonds respectively. Sun and coworkers showed that under acidic conditions, DMAB could be cleaved by hot carriers producing two molecules of 4-ATP, Figure 4. However, under alkaline conditions, DMAB scissoring yields two molecules of 4-NBT instead of 4-ATP \([47]\). Using SERS, Huh and coworkers demonstrated thiophenol as a yield from both 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA) and 4-mercaptobenzyl alcohol (4-MBM), Figure 4 \([46]\). Their findings suggested that plasmon-driven decarboxylation of 4-MBA was much more efficient when the carboxyl group of 4-MBA was deprotonated. Interestingly, plasmon scissoring was not observed if the carboxyl group of 4-MBA has been esterified. Huh and coworkers also

---

Figure 2: In situ spectrum of ferri/ferrocyanide reaction on AuNPs.
(a) SERS spectra at different time points ranging from 100, 140, 620 to 820 s. (b) Stacking of SERS spectra with time at 785 nm laser beam, spectral changes were observed after the 532 nm optical pumping was turned on. (c) Peak area changes with time of bands at 2190 and 2134 cm\(^{-1}\) \([41]\).
performed an elegant experiment in which they tested the impact of oxygen on the observed C–C bond scissoring of MBA. The presence of oxygen was found to be critically important for the observed C–C bond cleavage. These findings resonate with the conclusions of the Ren’s and Tian’s groups regarding plasmon-driven oxidation of 4-ATP [39, 40]. Based on these findings, one can hypothesize that plasmon-driven activation of oxygen, rather than molecular analytes, can be the first step in plasmon-driven chemical reactions.

An activation of the carbon-halogen (C–X) bond that leads to elimination of halogen is very important chemical reactions used in organic synthesis. Tian’s group used 8-bromo adenine (8BrAd) as a molecular reporter to study the effect of the electrode potential, laser wavelength, and power on plasmon-mediated chemical reactions (PMCR) kinetics on AgNP-modified silver electrodes [50]. The researchers combined both experimental methods (in situ electrochemical SERS) and theory (DFT calculation) to investigate the plasmonic-driven cleavage of C–Br bond in 8BrAd, Figure 5. The results indicated that the energy level of the hot electrons generated from plasmonic relaxation can be controlled by applied potentials and laser light. They propose the mechanism of modulating matched energy of plasmon relaxation-generated hot electrons will help promote the efficiency of plasmon-induced reactions in electrochemical interfaces. These findings can be used to facilitate the control of PMCR on nanostructures. These findings suggest a new strategy for plasmon-drive halogen elimination on plasmonic nanoparticles that can be used in organic synthesis.

Interesting hot carrier reactivity was reported by Zhang and coworkers [51] that leads to NO2 elimination (C–N dissociation) in 4-nitrobenzenethiol, as well as by Schürmann and Bald [52] reported C–Br cleavage in bromoadenine. Extensive analysis of hot carrier-driven reactions discovered using SERS can be found in excellent reviews by Kim [53, 54], Linic [55, 56], Halas [57], Schlücker [28] and Maier [25].
3 Methods for enhancement of plasmon-driven reactivity

3.1 Synthetic approaches for the enhancement of hot carrier-driven reactivity

Plasmonic photocatalysis has been emerged as a potential method for achieving high efficiency and selectivity [58]. Many reactions such as the molecular desorption, redox and scissoring reactions can take place on the interface of plasmonic nanostructures [59]. This opens up a possibility to modulate such reactivity by changing the strength of the electric field, laser wavelength and by modifications of nanoparticles. Cunningham’s group develops a plasmonic–photonic resonance hybridization method that allowed for significant enhancement of generation of hot electron at tunable, narrow-band wavelengths [60]. The researchers have coupled the plasmon resonance of Ag nanoparticles to the guided mode resonance in a dielectric photonic crystal slab where the hot-electron triggered reduction is significantly enhanced at selected narrowband wavelengths and broad spectral tunability, Figure 6. The generation of more hot electron was achieved by coupling plasmonic NPs to a photonic microcavity resonator and form an intense optical hotspot at the nanoparticle so that the LSPR and on-resonant photonic crystal guided resonance (PCGR) hybridization will enhances the hot carrier generation significantly at selected narrowband wavelengths while simultaneously possessing broad spectral tunability. This method has been tested to be suitable and compatible for several nanoparticles which facilitate the controlling of corresponding optical-chemical properties.

Wang’s group proposed to use the piezotronic effect to enhance plasmonic photocatalysis on AuNPs@BaTiO₃ heterostructures, Figure 7 [61]. The researchers prepared Au₃/BaTiO₃ plasmonic photocatalysts by precipitating AuNPs on piezoelectric BaTiO₃ nanocubes through a chemical method. To investigate the piezoelectric effect of BaTiO₃ nanocubes, simulations of the piezopotential are required. There is local
high pressure caused by the cavitation bubbles during the instantaneous collapse of bubbles which will induce significant piezopotential in single piezopotential in the adjacent \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) single crystals. Therefore, \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) nanocubes with 100 nm of length and width are chosen for theoretical simulations where the piezopotential distribution is performed under sonication and 10 MPa pressure simulated environment, as shown in Figure 7a. It was proved by the theoretical results that sonication can cause high piezopolarization across the nanocrystal with only 100 nm size. The deformation of \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) results in the generation of the piezoelectric field, leading to further separation of photon-generated electrons and help improving production of hydroxyl radicals. The deformation of \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) results in the generation of the piezoelectric field, leading to further separation of photon-generated electrons and help improving production of hydroxyl radicals. The mechanism of this elevated sonic-photocatalysis by \( \text{Au}_{x}/\text{BaTiO}_3 \) can be explained by schematic in Figure 7. In the complex of \( \text{Au} \) and \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \), \( \text{Au} \) nanoparticle was partially embedded in \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) nanoparticle (Figure 7d) where \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) nanoparticle have some defect on the surface of the crystal as a wide bandgap semiconductor. When these two types of particles contact (Figure 7d left), the charges will redistribute at the complex because of their different Fermi level, as a result of the electrons transfers from \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) nanoparticle to \( \text{AuNP} \) so that the Schottky barrier is formed at their interface. When the complex was excited by all spectrum light (Figure 7d middle), \( \text{Au} \) nanoparticles show LSPR and decay into hot electrons, which will transfer across the Schottky barrier to \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) nanoparticles and the leave holes being further captured by the donors, resulting in the oxidation reactions of \( \text{MO} \). In addition, under the sonication-induced pressure on \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \), there will be a built-in piezoelectric field inside \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) nanocubes (Figure 7d right), which helps suppress the recombination of hot electron-hole and forced more excited holes in the interface of the complex leading to more oxidation of \( \text{MO} \) by the increased radicals.

### 3.2 Role of metal and nanoparticle shape in plasmon-driven catalysis

A nature of metal, morphology and shape of nanoparticles are of significant importance for the light–matter interactions and, consequently, plasmonic/catalytic performance. Halas’ group reported the photocatalytic activities of a series of aluminum nanoparticles including nanocubes, octopods and nanocrystals and summarizes the corresponding shape dependence [62]. These particles exhibit very similar LSPRs to noble metal nanostructures. Halas’ group found that the octopods exhibited 10-fold higher reaction rate than the nanocrystals and five folds higher than nanocubes, with 45 and 49% lower apparent activation energy than nanocubes or nanocrystals, respectively, Figure 8.

### 3.3 Plasmon-driven reactions on bimetallic nanostructures

The catalytic properties of noble metal nanostructures can be broadened by coupling noble with catalytic metals such as palladium (Pd), ruthenium (Ru) or platinum (Pt) in one bimetallic construct [63]. Such bimetallic nanostructures catalyze a broad range of chemical reactions. In this case, catalytic efficiency and selectivity of bimetallic nanostructures directly depends on the choice of the catalytic metal. For example, Wang and coworkers showed that
gold–palladium (Au@Pd) nanoparticles performed a plasmon-enhanced Suzuki coupling reaction [64]. They reported a twofold increase in the reaction rate and yield using Au@Pd nanostructures when compared to the rate and yield of corresponding monometallic nanostructures. Halas’ group showed that cupper ruthenium (Cu@Ru) nanostructures could be used for light-driven dry reforming of methane with carbon dioxide, a reaction that yields a syngas [65]. It should be noted that such reforming could not be performed on the monometallic counterparts of Cu@Ru or on Au@Pd nanostructures. Lou et al. found that platinum–gold nanoprisms were capable of hydrogen generation [66]. They investigated several different classes of platinum–gold nanoprisms, including Pt-covered, Pt-edged and Pt-tipped Au nanoprisms [66]. They found that Pt-edged bimetallic nanostructures exhibited nearly five times more efficient hydrogen generation than Pt-covered and Pt-tipped platinum–gold nanoprisms. These findings suggest that the catalytic efficiency of bimetallic nanostructures also depends on nanoscale structural organization, which remains poorly understood.

4 Spatiotemporal characterization of hot carrier-driven reactions

4.1 Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS)

Although SERS allows for quantitative analysis of the reaction products and their precise chemical analysis, this analytical technique lacks spatial resolution that is often required to reveal the origin of significant variability of catalytic efficiency on both mono- and bimetallic nanostructures.

Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy allow for overcoming these limitations. In TERS, noble metal nanostructure is formed at the apex of the scanning probe either by electrochemical etching of gold (Au) or silver (Ag) wire in the case of STM-based TERS (STM-TERS) [67, 68]. Alternatively, such nanostructures can be created by deposition of noble metals on commercially available silicon or silicon nitride scanning probes. Such plasmonic probes are typically used in AFM-based TERS (AFM-TERS) [69, 70]. After such plasmonic probe is positioned above a sample of interest, it is illuminated by electromagnetic radiation in either bottom-, side- or top or configuration geometrics. The first two optical configurations are typically used for TERS imaging of opaque samples. Bottom or epi configuration is ideal for TERS imaging of transparent or translucent samples. Excellent light collection efficiency that can be achieved by oil-immersed objectives for illumination of the probe and collection of scattering photons allows for maximization of signal-to-noise ratio in collected TERS spectra [71–74]. Lastly, a parabolic mirror can be used to enable optical access to the scanning probe [30]. Although in theory such focusing geometry allows for highly efficient light collection, parabolic mirror-based experimental setups did not gain much popularity due to higher complexity for alignment and focusing.

TERS provides subnanometer spatial resolution [75, 76], which can be used to unravel secondary structure of protein aggregates [77–79], composition of cell membranes [80, 81], molecule-substrate interactions [68, 82, 83], as well as elucidate electrochemical [69, 84–88] and photocatalytic processes [34, 89, 90] at the nanoscale. The image is adopted from the review by Kurouski et al. [91].
4.2 Plasmonic reactions on mono- and bimetallic nanoparticles

Our group discovered that the edges of Au nanoplates (AuNPs) exhibited much higher plasmon-driven oxidation activity comparing to the center of these nanoplates (Figure 9) [89]. Similar conclusions were made based on TERS imaging of 4-NBT reduction to DMAB on AuNPs and Au microplates (AuMPs) [89, 90]. El-Khoury’s group employed TERS to probe spatial variations in intensities of optical fields on the surface of Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs) and Ag nanowires (AgNWs) [92, 93]. The electric field was found to be higher at the edges and corners of these AgNPs and AgNWs comparing to their terraces [94, 95]. These findings suggest that the strength of the electric field can determine catalytic activity of nanostructures. To test this hypothesis, our group used TERS to measure the reaction rates for 4-NBT conversion to DMAB on AuNPs [90]. We found that an increase in the electric field, which can be achieved by an increase in power of the incident laser light, led to an increase in the reaction rate of 4-NBT to DMAB reduction.

Using 3D TERS, our group investigated the relationship between metal crystal facets and catalytic activity [96]. The 3D TERS effect arises from localization of plasmonically active zones of the shaft of the scanning probes. TERS signal provided by such zones allows for structural characterization of sides of the analyzes specimens. It should be noted that the nanostructure located at the apex of the shaft-active scanning probes can be used to probe the top surfaces of analyzed samples. In the first proof-of-principle experiment, 3D TERS was used to determine catalytic activity of Au microplates (AuMPs) that had 40–100 nm in height and stretched for microns in length. Wand and Kourouski found that the top surface AuMPs had Au{111} facets, whereas sides had Au{110} or {100} crystal facets. Next, the researchers formed a monolayer of 4-NBT on AuMPs and chemically reduced it using sodium borohydride. 3D TERS revealed that Au{111} facet exhibited much higher efficiency in chemical reduction of 4-NBT to DMAB than Au {110} or {100}. It should be noted that metal crystal facets exhibit different catalytic activity in chemical and plasmon-driven reactions. Specifically, Rossi and

Figure 9: Photo oxidation of 4-ATP to DMAB and 4-NBT.
(a) TERS image of 4-ATP and (b) DMAB, as well as (c) TERS image of AuNPs with both NO2 and N=N vibrations; (d) corresponding AFM image of AuNPs; (e) TERS image of 4-ATP on Au@PtNPs; (f) TERS image of 4-NBT on Au@PtNPs; (g) TERS image of Au@PtNPs from overlapping NH2 and NO2 vibrations. Intensity of 1590 cm⁻¹ band (NH2 vibration) of 4-ATP is shown in green; intensity of 1339 cm⁻¹ band (NO2 vibration) of 4-NBT is shown in blue; and intensity of 1397, 1441 cm⁻¹ band (azo vibration) of DMAB is shown in red. (h) Corresponding AFM image of Au@Pt NPs; (i–j) Typical TERS spectra extracted from chemical maps on AuNPs (a–c) showing presence of 4-ATP (green) and DMAB (red). (k–l) Typical TERS spectra extracted from chemical maps on AuNPs (e–g) showing presence of 4-ATP (green) and 4-NBT (blue). The resolution of each TERS image is 20 nm per pixel, with 0.5 s acquisition time [89].
coauthors recently showed that lower-coordinated surface sites such as corners, edges and \{100\} facets exhibited a higher hot electron reactivity comparing to the higher-coordinated surface sites such as \{111\} facets or the core sites \[97\].

Wang and Kurouski recently reported a new class of plasmon-driven scissoring reactions. The researchers found that 4-NBT could be converted into 4-nitrobenzothiolate (4-NBT-) on the surface of AuNPs \[26\]. This conclusion was made by an observation of the shift of the 1335 cm\(^{-1}\) vibration of 4-NBT to the 1305 cm\(^{-1}\) vibration of 4-NBT- (Figure 10). Using DFT calculations, we confirmed that this shift did not originate from electric field-induced shifts in the N–O vibrational resonance (Stark shift). An approximately 140 MV cm\(^{-1}\) field would be required to shift the N–O vibration from 1333 to 1305 cm\(^{-1}\). Obviously, such an electric field could not be achieved in the reported TERS experiment (\(\lambda = 633\) nm, \(P = 60\) \(\mu\)W). We also demonstrated that the observed spectroscopic changes could not be caused by a change in molecular orientation of the analyte relative to the metal surface. It should be noted that thermal desorption of 4-NBT would require 2100 K in the tip-sample junction, which cannot be achieved in TERS \[26\].

Although the yield of 4-NBT ionization on AuNPs is relatively low (~1.5\%) \[26\], the El-Khoury’s group showed that AgNPs exhibited nearly 100\% conversion of 4-NBT to 4-NBT- \[98\]. Thus, the yield of the Au–S scissoring reaction is determined by the choice of the plasmonic metal. An even more fascinating discovery was uncovered with TERS imaging by comparing Ag nanotubes (AgNCs) with a monolayer of 4-NBT using the contact and tapping AFM-TERS modes \[99\]. Nearly all TERS spectra collected in contact mode from AgNCs showed the presence of 4-NBT, whereas such 4-NBT signatures were rare in tapping mode TERS. There are two possible explanations, based on the strength of the electric field in the tip-sample junction or quantum physics. The strength of the electric field in the Au (tip) and Au (sample) junction is lower than the strength of the electric field in an analogous Ag–Au junction \[100\]. This difference is attributed to different values of imaginary parts of dielectric constants of Au and Ag in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Thus, higher strength external electric fields yield more 4-NBT. However, such an explanation may sound questionable because a higher electric field would yield more DMAB than 4-NBT under the same experimental conditions \[90\]. The second explanation considers quantum physics: quantum plasmons are exclusively responsible for molecular charging and chemical transformations observed in Au–S bonds. Thus, in tapping mode, quantum plasmons relax as the probe is distal from the surface, whereas such relaxation is not possible in the contact mode (Figure 11).

Figure 10: TER images of 4NBT monolayer on gold Au (111) surface. (a) and (b) visual representations of integral intensities of the spectrum from 1320 to 1350 cm\(^{-1}\) (a) and 1290 to 1320 cm\(^{-1}\) (b), respectively. (c) Overlapped image of (a) and (b). (d) Corresponding AFM image of the area of TER images. (e) Typical TERS spectra extracted from the marked position in (c). The scanning step was 20 nm per pixel \[26\].

Figure 11: Local optical field properties as inferred from molecular signatures in contact versus tapping mode TERS \[98\].
Using ultra-high vacuum (UHV) TERS, the Ren’s group investigated nanoscale activity of a submonolayer of Pd on the Au surface [101]. Using phenyl isocyanide (PIC) as a molecular reporter for TER spectra collected at Pd edges, they showed that the C≡N vibration of PIC was red-shifted by 60 cm$^{-1}$ relative to molecules located on the Pd terrace. These results indicated that the degree of back donation from the d band of the metal to the antibonding π* orbital of PIC at the step site was greater than at the terrace sites. Therefore, molecules located at Pd edges have higher reactivity than Pd atoms in terraces.

Our group utilized TERS to investigate plasmon-driven reactivity and selectivity on gold–platinum nanoplates (Au@PtNPs) [89]. These nanostructures exhibited a step-wise photo-oxidation of 4-ATP, first to 4-NBT and then to DMAB. Such selectivity was not observed using analogous monometallic structures, namely gold nanoplates (AuNPs) [26, 89, 96]. The edges of Au@PtNPs exhibited higher reactivity in plasmon-driven oxidation reactions than flat terraces. Interestingly, core–shell gold–palladium microplates (Au@PdMPs) supported selectivity in photoreduction reactions, which was not evident for monometallic analogs (AuMPs) or core–shell Au@PtNPs [89, 90]. Specifically, Au@PdMPs photo-reduced 4-NBT to both 4-ATP and DMAB, Figure 12. This can be explained by LSPR damping in these bimetallic nanostructures due to an increased probability of interband transitions. The last can be attributed to close energy levels of d bands in Pd and Pt [63].

Using TERS, Li and Kurouski measured the reaction rates for reduction of 4-NBT to DMAB on the surface of Au@PdMPs under different external electric fields. It was

![Figure 12](image_url)

**Figure 12**: (a) Schematic illustration of TER imaging of Au@Pd (left) and AuMPs (right). (b–c) TERS image of Au@Pd MPs (20 nm per pixel). Intensity of 1339 cm$^{-1}$ band (NO$_2$ vibration) of 4-NBT shown as blue, intensities of 1397 and 1451 cm$^{-1}$ (N=N vibration) of DMAB shown as red, and intensities of 1485 cm$^{-1}$ (NH$_2$ vibration) shown in green. (d) Corresponding AFM (bottom) images of Au@Pd MPs. (e–f) TERS image of AuMPs (20 nm per pixel). Intensity of 1338 cm$^{-1}$ band (NO$_2$ vibration) of 4-NBT shown in blue, and intensities of 1397 and 1447 cm$^{-1}$ (N=N vibration) of DMAB shown in red. (g) Corresponding AFM (bottom) images of AuMPs. (h) Nanoscale images (5 nm/pixel) of Au@PdMPs showing distribution of intensities of NO$_2$ vibration, left panels; overlaid NO$_2$ and N=N vibrations, center panels, and overlaid NO$_2$ and NH$_2$ vibration (1485 cm$^{-1}$), right panels. (i–j) Typical TERS spectra extracted from chemical maps on Au@PdMPs (b, c) and AuMPs (e, f) showing presence of 4-NBT (blue), DMAB (red) and 4-ATP (green) [90].
found that an increase in the electric field caused a linear increase in the reaction rate of 4-NBT to DMAB conversion. The researchers also found that the rates of hot-carrier driven reduction of 4-NBT to DMAB were greater on AuMPs than on Au@PdMPs. This confirms the LSPR damping hypothesis and explains the selectivity of Au@PdMPs [90].

TERS imaging of Au@PdMPs revealed spherical and rod-like patterns of Pd nanostructures on the Au surface [90]. These nanostructures showed enhanced intensity of 4-NBT relative to the underlying surface of Au@PdMPs. Li and Kurouski also determined that the edges of such spherical and rod-like Pd nanostructures exhibited high photocatalytic efficiency for 4-NBT reduction to DMAB. At the same time, “nano-lakes” between spherical nanostructures on the surface of Au@PdMPs showed little evidence of 4-NBT reduction. These results demonstrate charge transfer from Au to Pd on the surface of Au@PdMPs. They also suggest that Pd–Au coupling in a single nanostructure enables transfer of photocatalytic properties from noble metals to catalytic metals. Similar conclusions were independently made by the Zenobi’s group [102]. They found that chloro-nitrobenzenethiol was reduced to chloro-aminobenzenethiol on an Au surface with a sub-monolayer of Pd. Yin and coworkers also demonstrated that halogenated nitrobenzenethiol was reduced to aminobenzenethiol on Au, within 20 nm of the bimetallic Pd/Au boundary.

Monometallic Pd and bimetallic Au@Pd nanostructures have unique properties to catalyze Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reactions [41]. As a result of such reactions, organoboron species and halides are cross-coupled. Using TERS, we investigated the nanoscale catalytic efficiency of Au@PdMPs for Suzuki-Miyaura coupling. The edges of Au@PdMPs exhibited a higher intensity of BPT, relative to the flat terrace. Therefore, the edges of Au@PdMPs facilitated the highest catalytic efficiency for the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction. The edges of Au@PdMPs also exhibited high rates of 4-NBT reduction to DMAB and 4-ATP. Together, these results suggest that the edges of Au@PdMPs have higher catalytic activity than flat terraces.

Figure 13: Decarboxylation of 4-mercaptobenzoic acid on Au (111).
(a) Experimental set-up of EC-TERS where the reaction is driven under the coupled surface plasmon of silver tip and gold substrate. (b) In situ monitoring of the reaction by TERS (Power: 1.1 mW, bias: 200 mV, tunneling: 800 pA). (c) Relative intensity of vibration bands (998 and 1020–1075 cm⁻¹) against time. (d) Representative TER spectra of 4-mercaptobenzoic acid and thiophenol (TP) [103].
4.3 Nanoscale analysis of plasmonic processes in electrochemical environment

Ren’s group used electrochemical TERS (EC-TERS) to monitor the decarboxylation reaction on gold nanoparticles driven by surface plasmon [103]. They have shown nanoscale spatial resolution reactive hot carrier distribution at the particle surface and tuned the Fermi level of the electrode by adjusting the applied bias during TERS mapping to turn on/off the decarboxylation. The researchers have shown 20 nm of transport distance of reactive hot holes and demonstrate experimentally and theoretically that higher-energy hot holes have a shorter transport distance, Figure 13. In another study, Ren’s group has shown the possibility of generation and diffusion of OH radicals on Pd/Au surface with high spatial resolution also by TERS, Figure 14 [104]. They found that the OH radicals can be catalyzed from H₂O₂ at Pd/Au (111) interfaces with the oxidation of a thiolate absorbed on the surface as a molecular reporter. They have shown TERS mapping with spatial resolution which resolve the unreacted thiolate reporter on the surface. It was found that Pd surfaces were catalytically active producing OH radicals, whereas the Pd step edges were more active than the Pd terrace while the Au surface was inactive for the generation of these radicals. Interestingly, the researchers demonstrated that the OH radicals appear at Pd step edge diffuse nearby Au and Pd surfaces within 5.4 nm. These findings enable better understanding of the hot-carriers distribution on metal surfaces and will provide fundamental understanding of novel catalytic processes such as active oxygen species-triggered reactions.

5 Conclusion and outlook

SERS studies reported over the last decade provided an experimental evidence about the large variety of plasmon-driven chemical reactions, including C–C [46], Au–S [26], and N≡N [47] cleavage, as well as reduction of 4-NBT and oxidation of 4-ATP to DMAB [34, 35, 37, 39, 40]. Although interesting from a perspective of the fundamental physics and chemistry, these findings have unclear applicability in organic and inorganic synthesis due to low reactivity and a lack of selectivity provided by noble metals. Coupling noble and catalytic metals opens an avenue for the substantial improvement in catalytic activity and selectivity [105–107]. Bimetallic catalysts also demonstrate unique catalytic activity that is not evidence for their monometallic analogs [64–66]. This allows for a substantial broadening of the spectrum of catalytic reactions and fostering green catalysis in organic and inorganic synthesis [108, 109].

Catalytic activity of bimetallic nanostructures has substantial room for improvement. This issue can be solved by labor-intense trial-and-error synthetic efforts that are used...
for the optimization of catalyst activity and selectivity of bimetallic catalysts or by a tailored design of novel catalysts. The last strategy requires 1) understanding of the interplay between catalytic and noble metals; 2) elucidation of the catalytic mechanisms on solid-liquid and solid-gas interfaces and 3) determination of the relationship between the nanostructure and catalytic activity of bimetallic catalysts. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TERS) and absorption spectroscopy are often used to obtain this information [63, 110]. However, these techniques provide only indirect evidence about catalytic activity of such catalysts.

TERS is an emerging technique that allows for direct measurements of catalytic activity and selectivity on mono and bimetallic nanostructures [91]. Nanoscale structural characterization of Au@PtNPs and Au@PdNPs by TERS revealed the relationship between a nanostructure of these novel catalysts and their catalytic activity and selectivity [89, 90]. It was found that edges and corners of both bimetallic catalysts exhibited higher activity than flat terraces. It has been also found that We found that Au@PtNPs exhibited a stepwise photo-oxidation of 4-ATP first to 4-NBT then to DMAB. Such selectivity was not observed using analogous monometallic structures. Au@PdNPs demonstrated selectivity in photo-reduction reactions, which was neither evident for their monometallic analogs nor for Au@PtNPs. Specifically, Au@PdNPs were found to photo-reduce 4-NBT to both 4-ATP and DMAB. Based on these findings, Kurouski’s group concluded that catalytic activity and selectivity of bimetallic nanostructures are determined as follows: 1) nature of catalytic metals that can be described by their standard electrode potentials, 2) interplay between catalytic and noble metals at the nanoscale and 3) the strength of the electric field on the surface of catalysts [89, 90].

In the recently reported work, Li and Kurouski measured Stark shift of 4-mercaptobenzonitrile adsorbed on the surface of Au@PtNPs and Au@PdNPs to determine of the strength of the electric field on these bimetallic catalysts [111]. The researchers observed 4–6 times larger magnitudes of rectified DC field on the surface of these catalysts compared to the electric field observed on the surface of their monometallic analogs. Moreover, Au@PtNPs and Au@PdNPs demonstrate site-specific polarity of the DC field that was not observed on AuNPs. These findings show that LSPR damping on these bimetallic nanostructures that is observed by absorption spectroscopy cannot be used directly for interpretation of catalytic activity of this novel class of catalysts. Our group also revealed the importance of an interplay between noble and catalytic metals [112]. Such interplay can be uniquely altered by thermal re-shaping of core–shell Au@PdNPs. This results in the formation of a novel class of bimetallic catalysts known as alloy nanostructures [112, 113]. TERS analysis of core–shell and alloy Au@PdNPs revealed drastic differences in catalytic activity of these bimetallic structures at the nanoscale. It should be noted that 50–60 nm thickness of these bimetallic nanostructures limit the use of HR-TEM for their structural characterization.

The use of both SERS and TERS enabled substantial progress in the understanding hot carrier-driven chemistry. Concurrently, these findings altered the perception of both techniques. Although routinely observed in SERS, plasmon-driven reactivity in the tip-sample junction was mostly ignored by the TERS community. Experimental findings discussed above, as well as recently reported results from other groups, were able to transform the perception of TERS [98, 99, 101, 114–116]. These studies triggered an interest in the use of TERS for spatiotemporal characterization of plasmon-driven reactions at the nanoscale. One can envision that this new for TERS research direction will only expand in the future.

At the same time, these findings questioned a purity of the imaging nature of TERS. C–C, N=N and other bands that can be modified by hot carriers are present in biological species, organic and inorganic polymers. One may wonder about the extent to which such bonds can be altered upon TERS imaging of these samples. This question remains unclear as two contradictory pieces of experimental evidence exist. One of them suggests about the expected chaos due to extreme complexity of possibly expected reaction products [115, 116], whereas the alternative evidence demonstrates the possibility of a clear readout of the sequence of biopolymers such as RNA and DNA [117–119] and molecular conformations on the metalized surfaces [68, 76, 82, 83, 120]. One can envision that additional experimental and theoretical studies, as well as a constructive discussion of experimental findings are required to fully understand the potential and complex nature of TERS.
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